USER OPPORTUNITY
What will be worth over $500 billion in 2019, and has over 3.3 billion
memberships in the US?
Loyalty and Rewards Programs.
But most people are active in less than half of their programs, and
surveys show the majority are frustrated by having to have so many
different accounts and varying systems. And they don’t just dislike the
systems, almost 50% say they don’t trust them with their data.

LOYALTY PROGRAM MEMBERS

57%

Prefer their data veriﬁed by a 3rd party

60%

Don’t know how many points they have acquired

87%

Are willing to share data for personalized offers

90%

Want to engage the brand through emerging technology

CUSTOMER CHALLENGE

RECHAIN SOLUTION

OUTCOME

No value for sharing data

Blockchain security and tracking

Customers control data,
share it for rewards

Too many programs

Centralized system

Easier to track and redeem

No personal connection

Customized campaigns & built-in giving

Personalized offers & social impact

WHY USERS LOVE IT
A REWARDING DISRUPTION
ReChain is a customer acquisition
and retention platform utilizing the
security of blockchain technology,
to create a rewards ecosystem
for the digital age.

ReChain will solve these problems and more, with one digital
wallet, and one point system, providing a secure ecosystem for
users and brands to connect and create value for each other,
with users sharing data, allowing brands and publishers to give
them offers and rewards they really want.
Adding even more value for over 65% of the Millennials and
Gen Z’s looking to align with brand's that have social impact,
ReChain will provide the ability for users to give their points
to do good, and for Brands and Publishers support them.

BRAND OPPORTUNITY
If It’s Broke, Fix It
Brands are not leveraging loyalty programs fully, in large part
because they simply don't have the resources to keep up with the
tech and trends their customers require. For all the money sunk into
these systems, the customers are still not getting what they want,
and the brands are not getting what they need.

CUSTOMER CHALLENGE

RECHAIN SOLUTION

OUTCOME

Rewards programs not core business

Single focus is ROI on rewards
programs

Latest technology, data analytics,
and machine learning to acquire and
retain customers

Siloed efforts by multiple teams

Rewards and marketing combined

Cost effective 360 approach to
identifying and acting on brand needs

Impossible to create true bond

Rewards and offers can be tailored

Members will be engaged
as never before

REACH, REWARD, RETAIN
WHY BRANDS LOVE IT
Harnessing the advanced
capabilities of the blockchain, we
provide brands and advertisers with
the chance to join the new loyalty
economy.

ReChain removes the confusing web of siloed loyalty
programs, and replaces it with a true system. By joining an
ecosystem, brands can increase the power of their individual
programs, and embrace a huge marketing opportunity.
1. Reach millions of potential new customers
2. Reward them with more options and offers
3. Retain them creating better ROI

THE SOLUTION
Everyone wins.
Brands can learn what customers want
and make offers based on a deeper level of detail,
developing a personal relationship that was
previously impossible.
Users can be rewarded for sharing their data,
turning off ad-blockers, and receiving offers
that make sense to them.
All transactions will be tracked transparently on
the blockchain, allowing user loyalty to ﬁnally be
recognized and redeemed in a way that everyone wins.
In bringing this technology offer to over 11 million of our own
registered users, plus millions more through our partnerships, we
are in the perfect position to create a new loyalty
landscape—rewarding users for the right actions, at the right times.

For further information, contact us at: brands@rechainrewards.com

